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Abstract 

The purpose of evaluating mutually exclusive alternatives is to select the one with the highest 

benefits for implementation. A number of analytic techniques are available for such evaluation 

purposes.  Four such techniques: Cost Effectiveness (C/E), Benefit Cost Ratio (B/C), Internal 

Rate of Return (IRR), and Pay-off Period (PP) are discussed in this paper, including their 

theoretical foundation and data requirements,  Also discussed are the measures of effectiveness 

(MOE) associated with each of these techniques, and how these are to be interpreted.   

 Alternatives to be selected for implementation following such evaluation can typically be 

funded under different policy objectives. Three such objectives are identified in the paper: 

Objective A, constrained resource perspective; Objective B, investment perspective; and 

Objective C, face value perspective. The possible relationship between the alternative selection 

and program is discussed in the paper.   A case study for a set of six mutually exclusive highway 

safety alternatives is presented using the four analytic techniques and three objectives, resulting 

in various possible solutions. 
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Results show that under compatible assumptions, and for a given policy objective, the 

outcome of the evaluation is not affected by the choice of the analytic technique. However, for a 

given analytic technique, the outcome may be affected by the choice of the policy objective 

chosen. The principles presented are relevant for most public projects (e.g. transit, airports, etc.) 

involving the investment of taxpayer resources, even though the case study involves a highway 

safety project. 

 

CE Database subject headings: economic evaluation, policy, mutually exclusive alternatives, 

highway safety, transit 
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Introduction 

The purpose of evaluation of mutually exclusive highway safety alternatives is to ensure that the 

project selected for implementation is the one with the highest benefits (Boardman et al. 

1996).Such evaluation conducted prior to project (pre-project) selection is to be contrasted from 

post-project analysis, conducted on completion of the project to assess the degree of success of 

the project in delivering the expected results. The value of post-project analysis is broader, 

designed to contribute to the knowledge about the ultimate “value” of such projects. The 

derivation of Crash Reduction Factors or Crash Modification Factors used in highway safety 

(used in this paper) is based largely upon such knowledge “generated” through post-project 

analysis (Albert et al. 2005) 

 Such evaluation conducted prior to project selection is based on the premise that in order 

for an alternative to be viable, the benefits must exceed the estimated costs (Grant et al. 1990). 

There may indeed be many alternatives that satisfy the criterion of benefits exceeding cost.  The 

key question is “How to identify the alternative with the highest benefit?”  In this paper, the 

authors attempt to address this seemingly straightforward question, first in general terms, and 

then for a specific highway safety project.  

 A number of analytic tools have been developed to aid pre-project evaluation, each with a 

specific set of characteristics.(USDOT 1991; Mak et al. 1998; Khasnabis et al.2005).A set of 

four such techniques commonly used for evaluation of highway safety alternatives is discussed 

in this paper. (NHTSA 1977, Laughland 1975, Jorgenson et al. 1977) 

1. Cost Effectiveness (C/E) Technique 

2. Benefit to Cost (B/C) Ratio Technique 
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3. Internal Rate of Return (IRR) Technique 

4. Pay Off Period (PP) Technique 

Among other available methods is the Net Present Value (NPV) technique where NPV is the 

present value of estimated benefits minus costs. Alternatives with positive NPV are to be 

considered acceptable, and when considering a set of mutually exclusive alternatives, the one 

with the highest NPV is the one to be selected. Since the use of NPV technique is not as 

common as that of the other four techniques in engineering applications, NPV is not discussed 

in this paper. The focus of this paper is on (B/C), IRR, (C/E), and PP techniques, that are 

indeed derivatives of each other. 

            Each of these techniques is associated with a specific Measure of Effectiveness (MOE), 

being C/E, B/C, IRR, and PP respectively. A detailed discussion of these techniques is presented 

later in this paper. Other relevant questions raised in such evaluation are: “Do the four techniques 

lead to the same answer”? And, if the answer is “yes”, “Is there a need for a multiple number of 

techniques? Why would not the B/C technique suffice all needs”? Lastly, there is the seemingly 

simple question, “Does the project that provides the highest return to the investor, also generate 

the highest benefit per unit cost”? The authors also address these issues in this paper. 

 The Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) associated with the four techniques are designed 

to reflect the degree to which the alternatives being evaluated are expected to meet their 

economic goals. The C/E technique essentially identifies the project with the least cost per unit 

benefit, while the B/C ratio technique is directed toward designating the project with the highest 

benefit per unit cost, both at a specified interest rate. The IRR technique attempts to identify the 

project that provides the highest return to the investor within a specified project life. The PP 
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technique on the other hand, helps to identify the project that provides a specified return to the 

investor in the fastest possible time frame.  

 
Purpose of the Paper 

The purpose of this paper is twofold.  First, a discussion is presented on the theoretical basis of 

the four techniques and the relevance of external factors. These include: the policy objectives 

under which a specific project is to be funded, availability of data, ease of interpretation, and the 

intended use of the results. Second, a demonstration of the techniques is presented through a 

comprehensive highway safety project evaluation. 

 

Policy Objectives 

In this paper, the authors consider three policy objectives:  

Objective A (Constrained Resource): 

To maximize the number of independent projects to be funded under the program, and to select 

the optimum project from a set of mutually exclusive alternatives accordingly.   

The constrained resource viewpoint is based upon the premise that resources available for public 

projects are generally far short of those needed to meet the demand; and hence public policies 

should be directed to support the maximum number of independent projects.  Adopting objective 

A would result in the following ground rule:  

“From a set of mutually exclusive alternatives, select the least cost project, with the stipulation 

that benefits must exceed cost.” 

Objective B (Investment): 

To use an investment viewpoint for selecting the optimum project from a set of mutually 

exclusive alternatives, and to fetch the highest return to the tax-payer.   
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The authors used the “Defender-Challenger” technique (Grant et al. 1990)for this 

(marginal cost) analysis that requires a pair-wise comparison of alternatives in increasing order 

of capital cost.  Alternatives that cannot be justified through marginal cost analysis are 

eliminated, and the pair-wise comparison is continued until the most capital-intensive alternative 

is analyzed.  The alternative with the highest capital cost that “qualifies” the marginal cost 

analysis is to be selected. The use of Objective B would result in the following ground rule: 

“From a set of mutually exclusive alternatives, select the project that provides the highest return 

to the investor.” 

Objective C (Face Value) 

To select the alternative that appears to return the highest amount of benefit per unit cost. Neither 

investment, nor constrained resources should be a factor; projects should be selected on the basis 

of the “face-value” of the MOE’s.  Adopting Objective C would result in the following ground 

rule: 

“From a set of mutually exclusive alternatives, select the project with the highest amount of 

benefit per unit cost.” 

The authors feel that the three policy objectives cover the practical range of funding 

possibilities of a majority of public projects. Note, the three ground rules can be looked upon as 

“generic” rules.  When associated with a given analytic technique, more “specificity” can be 

incorporated into the ground rules, resulting in specific decision rules.   

 

The Four Analytic Techniques 

A brief theoretical foundation of the four techniques is presented below to provide continuity 

with the case study demonstration. The following symbols are used in the discussion. 
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Notation  Explanation 

 
A

F
 
 
 

 
: Sinking Factor 

 
A

P
 
 
 

 
: Capital Recovery Factor 

APOM : Annualized Worth of POM 

 
B

C
 
 
 

 
: Benefit Cost Ratio 

C : Unit $ value of each crash prevented 

 
C

E
 
 
 

 
: Cost Effective Index 

EUAB : Equivalent Uniform Annual Benefit 

EUAC : Equivalent Uniform Annual Cost 

I : Initial Cost ($) 

i : interest rate used (%,annual) 

IRR : Internal Rate of Return (%,annual) 

K : Annual Operating and Maintenance Cost 

MARR : Minimum Attractive Rate of Return 

N : Number of crashes prevented annually 

NPW : Net Present Worth ($)=PWOB-PWOC 

n : Project Life (years) 

n1 : Pay off Period (years) 

 
P

A
 
 
 

 
: Present Worth Factor (Uniform Series) 

 
P

F
 
 
 

 
: Present Worth Factor (Single Payment) 

PP : Pay off Period (years) 
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POM : Periodic Operation and Maintenance 

PWOB : Present Worth of Benefit ($) 

PWOC : Present Worth of Cost ($) 

S : Salvage Value ($)  

  1 2, .. ny y y  : Years when periodic O&M cost is 

 

Cost Effectiveness (C/E) Technique 

The Cost Effectiveness (C/E) technique is based upon the premise that the alternative that costs 

the least to derive one unit of benefit is considered to be most cost effective.  For the highway 

safety project case, this should be the alternative that costs the least to prevent a highway crash 

(of a specific type).  The algorithm is as follows: 

 

 
C EUAC

E N
  

 

(1) 

where, 

 

1 2 nn y n y n y

A P P P A A
EUAC I K POM S

P F F F P F  

                             
             

 
 

(2) 

N= Number of crashes prevented annually 

C

E
 
 
 

= Cost Effective Index (Dollars spent to Prevent Each Crash) 

 The (C/E) technique is used when knowledge about the alternative that costs the least to 

derive one unit of benefit is the desired answer. Because no dollar value is attached to benefits, 

the C/E technique only provides a comparative (as opposed to an absolute) measure of 

“goodness” of the alternatives being tested, and only the Face Value perspective (objective C) is 
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pertinent. Thus, a project designated as the most cost effective, may not necessarily be cost 

efficient.  The advantage of this technique is that, it is not necessary to attach a dollar value to 

the benefits, a task often considered the most difficult one in evaluating public projects (Mak et 

al. 2005; USDOT 1991; Winfrey 1974): The decision rule can be summarized as: 

Objective C: 

* Select the alternative with the lowest (C/E) Index 

 

Benefit Cost (B/C) Technique 

The (B/C) ratio is the most common technique used in project evaluation, primarily because of 

its ease of interpretation (Winfrey 1974; Khasnabis et al. 1999a; Khasnabis et al. 1999b; Harford 

2006; Li and Madanu 2009; Rotaris et al. 2010; Holz-Rau and Scheiner 2011). The technique is 

used when the number of units of benefits derived per unit of cost incurred is the desired answer. 

The algorithm used is: 

 

 
B Benefit EUAB

C Cost EUAC
   

 

(3) 

where, 

EUAC can be computed as shown in equation 2.  The computation of EUAB can be difficult, 

particularly in public projects (a feature true in all the three techniques, (B/C), (IRR), and (PP), a 

detailed discussion of which is beyond the scope of this paper.  In the specific highway safety 

project case, EUAB can be computed as: 

  EUAB NxC   

(4) 
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N= Number of Crashes (of a particular type) prevented annually 

C= Unit $ value of crashes prevented so that, 
( )B NxC

C EUAC
  

In the evaluation process, all projects with (B/C) ratios exceeding unity are considered viable.  .  

These decisions rules can be formalized as:  

Objective A: 

Select the alternative with the least EUAC, provided (B/C)absolute> 1.00 

 

Objective B: 

Select the alternative with the highest investment, subject to  

(B/C)absolute> 1.00, and 

(B/C)marginal> 1.00 

Objective C: 

Select the alternative with the highest (B/C)absolute value subject to (B/C)absolute> 1.00 

 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) Technique 

The IRR technique is also used widely, when the yield of the investment is the desired answer 

(Winfrey 1974; Khasnabis et al. 1982; Bonnafous and Jensen 2005; Anguera 2006; Salling and 

Banister 2009; Khasnabis et al. 2010; Hobday and Knight 2010; Vassallo 2010).  IRR is defined 

as the interest rate at which the Net Present Worth (NPW) or the Net Annual Worth (NAW) of 

the project equals zero The IRR technique requires the computation of the interest (or the yield) 

that the project is expected to return to the investor.  The algorithm used here is for NAW to keep 

it consistent with the remainder of the paper: 
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 0, . .SetNAW i e  
 , . .EUAB EWAC i e  
 

 

1 2 nn y n y n y

A P P P A A
NxC I K POM S

P F F F P F  

                             
             

 
 

(5) 

 

A theoretical solution of equation (5) to derive the appropriate interest can be 

computationally complex. An empirical solution may be attained by systematically altering the 

interest rate until a convergence is found.  However, a range of software packages is currently 

available to derive a computationally efficient solution. 

While the IRR technique does not require the assumption of an interest rate for 

computational purposes, the assumption of an interest rate (termed as the Minimum Attractive 

Rate (MARR)), is, nonetheless necessary. MARR is used to judge the attractiveness of proposed 

investments, and represents a “bench-mark” yield, below which all investment proposals are to 

be considered unattractive.  The determination of MARR is normally a policy issue and criteria 

for setting it are quite varied (Grant et al. 1990).All projects yielding an IRR exceeding an 

initially specified Minimum Attractive Rate of Return (MARR) become viable.  The decision 

rules can be formalized as: 

 

Objective A: 

Select the least expensive alternative, provided IRRabsolute> MARR 

Objective B: 

Select the alternative with the highest investment, subject to 

IRRabsolute> MARR, and 
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IRRmarginal> MARR 

Objective C: 

Select the alternative with the highest IRRabsolute, provided IRRabsolute> MARR 

 

Pay Off Period (PP) Technique 

The (PP) technique is used when “the time taken by the project to pay for itself” is the desired 

answer, and can be looked upon as the conceptual counterpart of the IRR technique. While in the 

IRR technique, the interest rate is the desired answer, given the project life; in the PP technique, 

the time period needed to pay off for the project, given an interest rate, is the desired answer.  

The algorithm used is the same as the one used in the IRR technique (equation 5).  An interest 

rate must be assumed (usually the MARR or higher), and the value of n1, (Pay off Period) is 

sought empirically such that equation (5) is satisfied.   

If n1> n, alternative is not viable  

If n1< n, alternative is viable.  

Stated differently, if a project pays for itself earlier than the period the project is expected to last, 

it essentially provides “free” service to the investor for the extra duration.  If on the other hand, it 

takes longer for the project to pay for itself, the additional period is a “liability” to the investor. 

All projects with a PP lower than n are considered viable.  The decision rules can be formalized 

as follows: 

Objective A: 

Select the alternative with the least investment, subject to n1< n 

Objective B: 

Select the alternative with the highest investment subject to: 
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(n1) absolute< n 

(n1) marginal< n 

Objective C: 

Select the alternative with the lowest (n1) absolute value provided 

(n1) absolute< n 

Note: The concept of (IRR)marginal and (B/C)marginal is widely used as a decision making 

tool.  However, the concept of marginal Pay off Period, (n1) marginal is uncommon, partly because 

of the Pay off Period technique itself is seldom used as a decision making tool. The interpretation 

of marginal Pay off Period is the number of years taken by the extra-investment to pay for itself 

at a specified interest rate. If this Pay off Period exceeds the project life, the extra investment is 

not justified. 

 

Case Study Demonstration  

The relationship between policy objectives, analytic techniques and evaluation is demonstrated 

through a case study comprising a total of six mutually exclusive highway safety alternatives. 

The case study is derived from a recent project conducted by the authors at Wayne State 

University to develop a toolbox for Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) for “Safety 

Improvements for Urban Arterials” (Khasnabis et al. 2006) 

The study site is the intersection at M-97 (Groesbeck Highway) and Metro Parkway, 

located in Macomb County, Michigan, within the Detroit metropolitan area, with over 80,000 

vehicles per day using this intersection. Both M-97 and Metro Parkway are six lane facilities. 

Metro Parkway is divided by a median. Based upon the analysis of three year crash data, the site 

experienced approximately 23 injury crashes and 47 Property Damage Only (PDO) crashes per 
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year. Expected traffic growth is four percent per year. Other operating features of the intersection 

are: 

 No left turn is allowed on the intersection with Michigan left turns on Metro Parkway. 

 Near and far signal heads are in operation for Groesbeck Highway  

 Multiple driveway access points exist on Groesbeck Highway  

 A pedestrian over bridge exists on the north bound of the intersection 

 A set of probable causes of the crashes, based upon review of the crash reports and site 

visits along with the suggested countermeasures are presented in Table 1. Six alternatives are 

chosen from probable causes and presented in Table 2. Each alternative consists of a set of 

improvements as derived from probable causes and each improvement is associated with a Crash 

Reduction Factor (CRF). Annual operating and maintenance costs are assumed to be 10 percent 

of the initial investment.  Expected project life is 10 years, and salvage value is assumed to be 

zero for all the alternatives.  MARR is assumed to be six percent and the same interest rate is 

assumed in amortizing the investment cost. 

           The initial investment required for alternatives 1 through 6 are: $110x103, $214x103, 

$258x103, $444x103, $694x103, and $916x103, respectively. The annual Operating and 

Maintenance (O&M) costs and the Periodic O&M costs (incurred every three years) were 

assumed to be 10 and 30 percent respectively of the initial costs. Based upon the use of CRF 

values, and four percent annual traffic growth,  the expected numbers of crashes likely to be 

prevented per year are estimated as12.67, 18.19, 30.69, 30.83, 35.12, and 39.25respectively, for 

alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.  

In computing project benefits, only safety benefits were considered following MDOT 

practice. Operational and environmental benefits were not considered in the analysis. There is a 
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large body of literature on CRF) a detailed discussion of which is beyond the scope of the paper. 

Briefly, CRF’s are derived from post project evaluation for specific countermeasures, and used 

to estimate the number of crashes likely to be “saved” or “prevented” that are attributable to the 

countermeasures installed (Council et al. 1980; FHWA 1981a; FHWA 1981b; Datta et al. 1978, 

Albert et al. 2005). The “worth” of each crash saved is taken from National Safety Council 

(NSC) is $7,400 for PDO and $49,700 for Injury crashes (NSC 2004).  

 The NSC estimates of the average costs of fatal, injury and PDO crashes are used to 

illustrate their impact on the nation's economy. The costs are a measure of the dollars spent and 

income not received due to these crashes. The estimates are not a reflection of what people are 

willing to pay for improved safety. NSC has conducted the necessary theoretical groundwork and 

empirical valuation of injury costs both under the "willingness to pay" and comprehensive cost 

concept.  NSC suggests that “Estimates of the crash cost are based on the comprehensive cost 

concept and should be used for cost-benefit analyses wherever feasible.” However, the crash cost 

estimates are not generally used to include the value of a person's natural desire to live longer or 

to protect the quality of one's life. 

 As a part of this demonstration exercise, each of the six alternatives is evaluated by the 

four techniques under the three policy objectives discussed. While the procedure for Objective A 

and Objective C are straightforward, for Objective B, the procedure calls for developing two sets 

of MOE’s, i.e. MOEabsolute and MOEmarginal for the Defender-Challenger analysis discussed 

earlier.(Grant et al. 1990). 
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(C/E) Technique 

Results of (C/E) technique are presented in Table 3.  Row 6 shows the (C/E) values for each 

alternative computed using the formulations presented for objective C per earlier discussion. 

Alternative 3 should be selected as the most cost effective, as the cost of preventing a crash is the 

minimum for this alternative, being $2,720 per crash. The concept of marginal return on the extra 

investment is not applicable for the (C/E) technique.   

 

Benefit Cost Ratio (B/C) Technique 

Table 4 shows the results of applying the (B/C) ratio for the six alternatives. The (B/C)absolute and 

(B/C)marginal figures are shown in lines 6 and 11 respectively. Based upon a review of the data, 

project selection is as follows: 

Objective A: 

Select alternative 1, as this is the least expensive project with a (B/C)absolute ratio exceeding unity. 

 

Objective B: 

Select alternative 6, as this is the most expensive project, for which both the (B/C)absolute and 

(B/C)marginal values exceed unity.  It should be noted that during the Defender-Challenger 

analysis, alternative 4, with a (B/C)marginal ratio of 0.08, is eliminated from further consideration, 

so that alternative 3 continues as the defender to be challenged by alternative 5.  Further, 

alternative 6 with a (B/C)marginal of 2.07 is successful in challenging alternative 5, and is thus 

declared the “winner”.   

Objective C: 

Select alternative 3, as the (B/C)absolute ratio is maximized at 13.21 
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Internal Rate of Return (IRR) Technique 

Results are presented in Table 5, with the (IRR)absolute and (IRR)marginal values  shown in lines 6 

and 9 respectively.  

Based upon a review of the data, project selection is as follows: 

 

Objective A: 

Select alternative 1, being the least expensive alternative with an (IRR)absolute exceeding the 

MARR of six percent. 

Objective B: 

Select alternative 6, being the most expensive alternative, with both (IRR)absolute and (IRR)marginal 

exceeding six percent 

Note that alternative 4, with an (IRR)marginal of less than six percent is eliminated from further 

consideration, so that alternative 3 continues to be the defender, to be challenged by alternative 5 

at the next step. This process results in the alternative 6 as the “winner” 

 

Objective C: 

Select alternative3 that provides the highest (IRR)absolute of 355.33% 

 

 

Pay off Period (PP) Technique  

 Results are presented in Table 6, with the (PP)absolute and (PP)marginal values shown in lines 

5 and 10 respectively. 
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Objective A: 

Select alternative 1, as the least expensive alternative, with a (PP)absolute value less than 10 years 

Objective B: 

Select alternative 6 as the most expensive alternative, with both (PP)absolute and (PP)marginal values 

less than 10 years.  

Note that for alternative 4, (PP)marginal exceeds 10 years, indicating that the alternative will not be 

able to pay off extra investments during the service life. This process results in the section of 

alternative 6 as the “winner”. 

Objective C: 

Select alternative 3, with the lowest (PP)absolute value among all six alternatives. 

 

A Special Observation on Policy Objective B 

Under the objective of Investment (B) that attempts to generate the highest return to the investor, 

the Alternative 6, with a (B/C)absolute ratio of 4.76 (Table 4, row 6) was selected, even though it 

has the lowest (B/C)absolute ratio among the six. The key to this selection lies in row 11, that 

shows the (B/C)marginal is 2.07. This selection perfectly matches with the ground-rule cited in 

page 10 of the paper that essentially prescribes that under objective B, the alternative to be 

selected is the one with the highest investment and with both (B/C)absolute and (B/C)marginal 

values exceeding unity. Table 4 shows that alternative 6 is the only one that meets this 

requirement. Table 7 is presented below in an effort to further explain the logic with selected 

data from Table 4, and some additional data generated using the criterion of Marginal Rate of 

Return (MRR).  

MARR has been defined as the interest rate below which all other yields are to be considered 

unacceptable. An implied and parallel assumption is that any fund not invested in the proposed 
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project will fetch to the investor a return at least equal to the MARR. Because policy objective B 

represents an investment viewpoint, the above implication of MARR seems immensely justified. 

The data presented in Table 7 is developed around this parallel assumption.  

 In Table 7, row 1 shows the Present Worth of Cost (PWOC) of the alternatives including 

the Annual and Periodic O & M costs at 6% over the 10 year period besides the initial 

investment, and is calculated as the EUAC  (Table 4, row 4) multiplied by (P/A) factor, being 

7.36. Row 2 is the PWOC of the un-invested capital for each Alternative, being the difference 

the PWOC of Alternative 6  (the highest investment Alternative) and the PWOC of the 

alternative in question, being termed as the “Excess Capital” hereinafter.  For example, for 

Alternative 1, the Excess Capital in row 2 is $1915.30, being the difference between $2176.8 and 

$261.5. All other numbers in row 2 are computed accordingly. For Alternative 6, this amount is 

zero, because all the available capital is to be invested in the alternative itself. The implication 

(of the parallel assumption discussed above) is that if the agency were to select in Alternative 1 

(for example), it would have an additional amount of $1915.3 available for investment elsewhere 

in the market place, that would, at the very minimum, fetch an annual return equaling the MARR 

for the next 10 years. Row 3 shows this return, being calculated as the amount in row 3 

multiplied by the (A/P) or Capital Recovery Factor at 6% for 10 years (0.13587 or the inverse of 

the (P/A) factor of 7.36). Row 3 shows the amount consistently decreases from Alternative 1 to 

2,3,…6. For Alternative 6, this amount is zero, as no Excess Capital is available for this 

alternative. Row 4 is the annual return for the investment itself, being equal to the EUAB (row 5, 

Table 4). Row 5 shows the total annual return from each alternative, being the sum of row 3 

(return from Excess Capital) and row 4 (Project return). Row 5 shows that the total annual return 

from the package of $2176.8, (being the sum of the PWOC of the alternative and the Excess 
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Capital) is maximized for Alternative 6 (being equal to $1408). This amount directly confirms 

the selection of Alternative 6 under project objective B. It also shows that the alternative that 

produces the highest return per unit cost (Alternative 3, Table 4), is not necessarily the 

alternative that generates the highest return to the investor (Alternative 6, Table 7). (Note: All 

dollar figures presented in this paragraph are in units of $1000). The same principle can be 

demonstrated with the IRR and PP techniques.  

 

Summary of the Results 

Microsoft Excel was used to compute the MOE’s of the four analysis techniques presented in 

Tables 4, 5, and 6. The “Yes” (Y) designation in rows 7, 6, and 7 of these tables (respectively) 

clearly indicate that all the six alternatives are viable. This discussion does not pertain to Table 3, 

as there are no dollar measures associate with benefits by the C/E technique. A summarized 

version of the ground rules and the analytic techniques is presented in Table 8, along with the 

results of the case study results to better explain the selection process. 

Table 8 shows that for a given objective, the selection of the project from a set of 

mutually exclusive alternatives is independent of the analytic technique used.  In other words, the 

choice of the analytic technique does not affect the selection of the project.  This table shows that 

for Objective A, the alternative selected is 1, and for Objectives B and C, the alternatives 

selected are 6 and 3 respectively, independent of the analytic technique.   

Table 8 also shows that the selection of the project depends upon the policy objective.  

For example, the use of the (B/C) ratio technique results in three different solutions, being 1, 6, 

and 3 for Objectives A, B, and C respectively. This is clearly reflected in the fact that in the 

evaluation matrix (Table 8), the solutions across each column are the same, but different across 
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each row. The results underscore the importance of establishing the policy objective at the very 

outset of the planning process, before actual evaluation is conducted.  The analysis clearly shows 

that under constrained resource scenario (Objective A) alternative 1 should be selected, while the 

investment viewpoint (Objective B) should lead to the selection of alternative 6. . Under the face 

value (Objective C), criterion, alternative 3 should be identified as the most desirable solution. 

These results can be summarized as follows:  

1. Select the least cost alternative, (provided benefits exceed costs) if the policy of 

constrained resource is the ground-rule.  

2. Select the most capital- intensive alternative, (provided both the absolute and 

marginal measures of effectiveness are acceptable), if maximization of total benefits 

(Investment) is the ground rule. 

3. Select the alternative with the highest amount of benefit per unit cost under the Face 

value ground rule. 

The intersection improvements analyzed in the case study can be considered “low cost” 

projects, particularly in relation to the benefits derived. The NSC figures (“worth” of crash 

“saved” being $7,200 and $49,700 for PDO and Injury crashes respectively), (NSC 2004), 

resulted in extremely high pay-offs, as indicated by the MOE’s, such as three digit IRR’s and 

very small Pay-off Periods. The cost data used were derived from various published records, and 

are considered realistic. The analyses presented clearly show that highway safety improvements 

are highly cost-effective considering their likely impact on preventing future crashes. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

The purpose of this paper is to present a broad overview of the different analytic techniques and 

the role of policy objective for evaluation of mutually exclusive alternatives and to demonstrate 

the application of the principle with a highway safety project as an example. Four analytic 

techniques that are commonly used in highway safety evaluation programs are discussed in the 

context of three policy objectives. Following a discussion of the theoretical basis of the four 

techniques and the significance of the three objectives, the authors demonstrate their 

interrelationship through a set of six mutually exclusive highway safety improvement 

alternatives.  The major conclusions of the paper are: 

 Under compatible assumptions, and for a given policy objective, the choice of the 

analytic technique does not affect the outcome of the evaluation.  By “compatible 

assumptions”, the authors imply that all items designated as costs or benefits are assumed 

to have been done uniformly for all the techniques. The compatibility of assumptions will 

be violated, if for example, an item treated as a cost in the IRR analysis, is treated as a 

negative benefit in the B/C analysis. The project finally selected is independent of the 

analytic technique used, given a specific policy objective. 

 The choice of the analytic technique should however, be based on the intended use of the 

results and availability of data. The (C/E) technique should be selected to identify the 

project with the least cost per unit benefit, and if the analyst is reluctant to attach a dollar 

value to the benefits derived. The technique has however, a serious limitation.  The 

project selected as the most cost effective, may not necessarily be cost efficient, in that 

the investment cost may not necessarily be “recovered” by way of the benefits generated. 

The technique, however, can be used to rank-order the alternatives being evaluated. If the 
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amount of benefit derived per unit cost incurred is the desired result, the (B/C) ratio 

should be used.  If, on the other hand, the return on the investment is the desired answer, 

the IRR technique should be the desired choice.  Lastly, if the analyst’s interest is in the 

time period for the project to pay for itself, the (PP) technique should be used.   

 The authors also demonstrate that for a given analytic technique, the outcome of the 

evaluation may be affected by the choice of the policy objective.  In the case study 

presented, the three objectives resulted in the selection of different alternatives for the 

same analytic technique.  Of the four techniques presented, (B/C) ratio and IRR are used 

more frequently, primarily because of their ease of interpretation. Also, it can be shown 

that the (B/C) ratio computed at the IRR derived will always equal unity, and that the PP, 

when computed at the IRR derived, will always equal the project life, thereby 

demonstrating that there is indeed no difference between the three techniques. 

  

 The authors recommend that for such evaluation, the policy objective be defined at the 

outset before economic analysis is conducted. The fact that the choice of the objective may affect 

the final outcome makes it all the more important, that the policy objective be defined first, and 

the project selected accordingly. Although the case study deals with highway safety alternatives, 

the principles presented in this paper are relevant for most public projects that require the most 

prudent investment of taxpayers’ scarce resources.  The process of “alternative analysis” is 

common in all public projects including highways, transit, airports, and other infrastructure 

development involving public dollars.  As in the case presented, the policy objective may 

significantly affect the outcome of evaluation, and hence the investment of tax-payers resources 

in public projects. 
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Table 1. Probable Causes and Suggested Countermeasures 

Probable Causes Suggested Countermeasures 

1.No curbs on both Streets 
2.Too many driveway activities 
3.Insufficient Lane  Directions 
4.Heavy traffic on driveway around 
intersection  
5.Heavy right turn traffic from M97 to 
Metro  
6. Poor pavement condition  
7. Poor Lighting at Intersection  

1. Curbs on Metro Parkway(Both Directions)  
2. Median on driveway for avoiding conflict 
3.Sign as Right Turn Only  
4. Divide M97 with raised median (prohibit left 
turns)   
5. Close down multiple driveways and construct a 
new driveway with signalized operation to the 
M97  
6. Improve Pavement condition 
7. Improve Lighting  
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Table 2. Proposed Alternatives for Study Site  

Improvement 
Alternatives 

Type of Alternatives 
Crash Reduction 

Factor (CRF) 

Alternative -1 
1. Install Proper Signs 
2. Improve Signal Timings 

CRF1 = 20% 
CRF2 = 8% 
Combined CRF 
=26.4% 

Alternative – 2 

1. Close down multiple driveways and construct a new driveway 
with  signalized operation to the M97 
2. Improve pavement condition 
3. Improve Signal Timings 

CRF1 = 10% 
CRF2 = 25% 
CRF3 = 8% 
Combined CRF 
= 37.9% 

Alternative -3 

1. Prohibit On Street Parking 
2. Improve Intersection Lighting 
3. Divide M97 with raised median near intersection (prohibit left 
turns) 
4. Improve Signal Timing 

CRF1 = 30% 
CRF2 = 30% 
CRF3 = 30% 
CRF4 = 8% 
Combined CRF 
= 63.93% 

Alternative – 4 

 
1. Curbs On Metro Parkway 
2. Separate Entry And Exit Gates By Raised Median At 
Driveways 
3. Divide M97 With Raised Median Near Intersection (Prohibit 
Left Turns) 
4. Install Proper Signs 
5. Improve Signal Timings 

CRF1= 10% 
CRF2=10% 
CRF3=40% 
CRF4=20% 
CRF5=8% 
Combined CRF 

=64.23% 

Alternative -5 

1. Curbs On Metro Parkway (Both Directions) 
2. Install Proper Signs 
3. Divide M97 With Raised Median (Prohibit Left Turns) 
4. Close Down Multiple Driveways And Construct A New 
Driveway  With Signalized Operation To The M97 
5. Improve Pavement Condition 
6. Improve Signal Timings 

CRF1= 10% 
CRF2=20% 
CRF3=40% 
CRF4=10% 
CRF5=25% 
CRF6= 8% 
Combined CRF 
=73.17% 

Alternative -6 

1. Install Roundabout 
2. Improve Pavement Condition 
3.Close Down Multiple Driveways And Construct New Opening 
Away From Roundabout 
4. Install Proper Warning Signs 

CRF1= 60% 
CRF2=25% 
CRF3=10% 
CRF4=10% 
CRF5 = 25% 
Combined CRF 
=81.77% 
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Table 3.  Analysis of Mutually Exclusive Alternatives Using the (C/E) Technique 

Economic Analysis Data 
Alternatives Listed in Increasing Order of 

Investment 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1.Initial Investment ($1000) 110 214 258 444 694 916 
2.Annual O&M ($1000) 11.00 21.40 25.80 44.40 69.40 91.56 
3.Periodic O&M ($1000) @ n=3,6 &9 33.00 64.20 77.40 133.20 208.20 274.68 
4.EUAC ($1000/Yr) (Eqn. 2) 35.53 69.13 83.34 143.42 224.18 295.76 
5.Number of (Equivalent-Injury) Crashes 
Saved Annually(N) 

12.67 18.19 30.69 30.83 35.12 39.25 

6.C/E Value ($1000/Crash) 2.80 3.80 2.72* 4.65 6.38 7.54 
*Objective C: Alt3       
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Table 4.Analysis of Mutually Exclusive Alternatives Using the (B/C) Technique 

Economic Analysis Data 
Alternatives Listed in Increasing Order of Investment

1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Initial Investment ($1000) 110 214 258 444 694 916 
2. Annual O&M ($1000) 11.00 21.40 25.80 44.40 69.40 91.56 
3. Periodic O&M ($1000) @ n=3,6 &9 33.00 64.20 77.40 133.20 208.20 274.68
4. EUAC ($1000/Yr) 35.53 69.13 83.34 143.42 224.18 295.76
5. Crash Cost Savings Only, EUAB 454.59 652.61 1100.93 1105.99 1259.93 1408.01
6. (B/C)absolute (Crash Cost Savings) 12.79* 9.44 13.21*** 7.71 5.62 4.76**
7. (B/C)absolute  1.00?  Y Y Y Y Y Y 
8. Compare with Defender  1 2 3 4 5 
9. Incremental EUAC($1000/Yr)  33.59 14.21 60.08 140.84 71.58 
10.Incremental Benefit EUAB ($1000/Yr)  198.02 448.32 5.06 159.00 148.09
11. (B/C)marginal  5.89 31.54 0.08 1.09 2.07**
12. (B/C)marginal1.00?  Y Y N Y Y 

13. Defender  2 3 3 5 6 
*Objective A : Alt1, **Objective B: Alt6, ***Objective C: Alt3 
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Table 5.  Analysis of Mutually Exclusive Alternatives Using the (IRR) Technique 

Economic Analysis Data 
Alternatives Listed in Increasing Order of Investment 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Initial Investment ($1000) 110 214 258 444 694 916 
2.Annual O&M ($1000) 11.00 21.40 25.80 44.40 69.40 91.56 
3.Periodic O&M ($1000) @ 
n=3,6 &9 

33.00 64.20 77.40 133.20 208.20 274.68 

4. Crash Cost Savings Only, 
EUAB 

454.59 652.61 1100.93 1105.99 1259.93 1408.01 

5. (IRR)absolute 343.86%* 251.36% 355.33%*** 203.49% 145.33% 121.27%**
6. (IRR)absolute  MARR of 
6% 

Y Y Y Y Y Y 

7. Compare with Defender  1 2 3 4 5 

8. (IRR)marginal (%)  153% 859% 0% 12% 44%** 

9. (IRR)marginal  MARR??  Y Y N Y Y 

10. Defender  2 3 3 5 6 
*Objective A : Alt1, **Objective B: Alt6, ***Objective C: Alt3 
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Table 6.  Analysis of Mutually Exclusive Alternatives Using the (PP) Technique 

Economic Analysis Data 
Alternatives Listed in Increasing Order of Investment 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Initial Investment ($1000) 110 214 258 444 694 916 
2. Annual O&M ($1000) 11.00 21.40 25.80 44.40 69.40 91.56 
3. Periodic O&M ($1000) @ n=3,6 
&9 

33.00 64.20 77.40 133.20 208.20 274.68

4. EUAC ($1000/Yr) 35.53 69.13 83.34 143.42 224.18 295.76
5. Crash Cost Savings Only, EUAB 454.59 652.61 1100.93 1105.99 1259.931408.01
6. (PP)absolute @ i=6% 0.24* 0.30 0.23*** 0.34 0.42 0.47**
7. (PP)absolute  10 (yrs.)  Y Y Y Y Y Y 
8. Compare with Defender  1 2 3 4 5 
9. Incremental EUAC($1000/Yr)  33.59 14.21 60.08 140.84 71.58 
10.Incremental Benefit EUAB 
($1000/Yr) 

 198.02 448.32 5.06 159.00 148.09

11. (PP)marginal @ i=6% (yrs. )  0.66 0.12 - 6.50 2.20**
12. (PP)marginal  10(yrs.)  Y Y N Y Y 
13. Defender  2 3 3 5 6 
*Objective A : Alt1, **Objective B:Alt6, ***Objective C: Alt3 
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Table 7.Analysis to Supplement Challenger Defender Technique 

Economic Analysis Data 
Alternatives Listed in Increasing Order of Investment

1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. PWOC of Investment Cost ($1000) 261.5 508.8 613.4 1055.6 1650 2176.8
2. Excess Capital ($1000) 1915.3 1668 1563.4 1123.2 528.8 0 
3. Annual Earnings from Excess Capital 
($1000) 

260.2 226.6 212.4 152.6 71.8 0 

4. EUAB($1000) 454.59 652.61 1100.93 1105.99 1259.93 1408.01
5. Total Earnings ($1000) 714.8 879.2 1313.3 1258.6 1331.7 1408 
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Table 8.  Decision Rules for Selecting Optimum Project for Mutually Exclusive Alternatives and 

Results of Case Study Application 

Analytic 
Technique 

Objective A (Constrained 
Resource) 

Objective B (Investment) Objective C (Face Value)

C/E Technique NA NA 

Select the alternative with 
the least C/E Index 

 
Select Alternative 3 

Benefit Cost 
(B/C) Ratio 
Technique 

Select the least expensive 
alternative subject to: 

(B/C)absolute1.00 
 
 

Select Alternative 1 

Select the most expensive 
alternative subject to:  

(B/C)absolute 1.0  
(B/C)marginal1.00 

 
Select Alternative 6 

Select the alternative with 
highest (B/C)absolute subject 

to: 
(B/C)absolute 1.00 

 
 

Select Alternative 3

Internal Rate of 
Return (IRR) 

Technique 

Select the least expensive 
alternative subject to: 
(IRR)absoluteMARR 

 
 

Select Alternative 1

Select the most expensive 
alternative subject to:   
(IRR)absoluteMARR  
(IRR)marginalMARR 

 
Select Alternative 6

Select the alternative with 
highest (IRR)absolute 

subject to:  
(IRR)absolute  MARR 

 
Select Alternative 3

Pay off Period 
(PP) Technique 

Select the least expensive 
alternative subject to: 

(n1)absolute  n 
 

Select Alternative 1

Select the most expensive 
alternative subject to:   

(n1)absolute  n 
(n1)marginal  n 

Select Alternative 6 

Select the alternative with 
the least (n1)absolute value 

subject to : 
(n1)absolute  n 

Select Alternative 3
 


